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We propose a class of displacement- and laser-noise-free gravitational-wave-interferometer configurations, which does not sense nongeodesic mirror motion and laser noise, but provides a nonvanishing
gravitational-wave signal. Our interferometers consist of four mirrors and two beam splitters, which form
four Mach-Zehnder interferometers. By contrast to previous works, no composite mirrors with multiple
reflective surfaces are required. Each mirror in our configuration is sensed redundantly, by at least two
pairs of incident and reflected beams. Displacement- and laser-noise-free detection is achieved when
output signals from these four interferometers are combined appropriately. Our 3-dimensional interferometer configuration has a low-frequency response proportional to f2 , which is better than the f3
achievable by previous 2-dimensional configurations.
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It was recently demonstrated theoretically that
gravitational-wave (GW) detection does not require freely
falling test masses, because nongeodesic test-mass motion
affects the travel times of pulses only when they arrive and
leave the test masses, while the effect of GWs is distributed
[1]. This idea was further explored in Ref. [2], which shows
that once the number N of test masses is large enough, the
total number of available light-pulse-travel-time measurement channels [ON 2 ] will exceed that of clock- and
displacement-noise channels [ON ], and there must
exist clock- and displacement-noise-free channels. Reference [2] also showed that interferometers can be combined to realize displacement- and laser-noise-free GW
detection. As argued there, when lasers are used as clocks,
motions of laser devices cause a Doppler shift to laser
frequencies indistinguishable from laser noises. Therefore, displacement-noise-free detection, strictly speaking,
requires the cancellation of laser noise. Henceforth, we
shall use the term displacement-noise-free interferometry
(DFI) to describe displacement- and laser-noise-free interferometer configurations.
References [1,2] study DFI by calculating pulse time
delays between emitters and receivers fixed on point test
masses. This approach, although mathematically simpler
and in principle applicable to laser interferometry, does not
provide practical interferometer configurations right away.
Configurations constructed so far require composite mir0031-9007=06=97(15)=151103(4)

rors, namely, mirrors with multiple reflective surfaces.
Apart from being experimentally challenging, the use of
composite mirrors gives rise to the fundamental difficulty
that thermal fluctuations of relative positions between the
multiple reflective surfaces are not canceled. In addition, so
far only 2-dimensional configurations have been explored,
for which it can be proved that shot-noise-limited sensitivity to GWs can be no better than f3 in low frequencies
[3].
In this Letter, we propose simple 2D and 3D configurations that implement DFI without composite mirrors. We
use Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZs) as building
blocks, with laser noises canceled right in the beginning.
Moreover, each mirror participates in at least two MZs, and
thus has its location sensed redundantly. Finally, by combining the MZ output signals, we are able to cancel
amongst the redundant displacement information, leaving
nonvanishing response to GWs. In particular, we will show
that our 3D configuration has f2 sensitivity in low frequencies, which is the best one can achieve with DFI [3].
The 2D configuration, which has f3 response in low
frequencies, is proposed mainly for the purpose of initial
experimental tests.
GW response of a plane electromagnetic (EM) wave.—
Here we provide a brief derivation of the GW-induced
phase shift of light. A weak plane GW on Minkowski
background can be described with a metric
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g    h ;

(1)

in the Cartesian coordinate system, x  ct; x, with t the
time coordinate, x the spatial coordinates, c the speed of
light, and   diag1; 1; 1; 1. In the transversetraceless (TT) gauge, h only has spatial components:
h TT t; x  h t  eZ  x=ceX

eX  eY

 h t  eZ  x=ceX

eY  eY
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D2
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C2

eY

D1

eX :
(2)

Here (eX , eY , eZ ) is a spatial orthonormal set, with eZ the
wave propagation direction (Fig. 2). We approximate the
electromagnetic (EM) wave as a scalar wave, with amplitude
x   0 x 1  igw x  ;
0



(3)



where  x   A expik x  is the 0th order EM wave
when there is no GW (A is constant), and gw x  the
additional phase shift caused by the GW. The EM wave
equation g ;  0, expanded to leading order in h
and gw , can be written as  ;  h 0
; , where

0
has
been
used.
the Lorenz gauge condition h
;
gw
0
Because  is slowly varying compared to  , we can
ignore terms like gw
; on the left-hand side, and obtain
 
k gw
;  h k k =2;

(4)

which accumulates along the null ray in Minkowski spacetime. In particular, if the Minkowski ray starts from (ct0 ,
x0 ) and ends at (ct, x), with jx  x0 j  cjt  t0 j  l and
N x  x0 =l, then the GW-induced phase shift is
Z1
gw  !l=2c
dhTT
ij t0  l; x0  NlNi Nj : (5)

B

FIG. 1 (color online). The 3D octahedron configuration, which
consists of four MZs; A1 : At C1 Br  Ar D1 Bt , B1 : Bt C1 Ar 
Br D1 At (solid lines) and A2 : At D2 Br  Ar C2 Bt , B2 : Bt D2 Ar 
Br C2 At (dashed lines). The subscripts r, t indicate reflection and
transmission, respectively.

With this setup, we construct four MZ interferometers,
A1 , B1 (light paths in solid lines), A2 and B2 (light paths in
dashed lines), with input and output ports indicated in
Fig. 1. At the zero point, the output ports (outA1 ;A2 ;B1 ;B2 )
are kept dark, while each input port is also the bright port
for another interferometer. During operations, for each
MZ, I  A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 , if It and r
I represent the
additional phase shifts gained by the beams transmitted
and reflected from its first beam splitter, respectively, then
the output optical amplitude is proportional to
t

3D Configuration.—We now discuss our 3D configuration (Fig. 1), with mirrors located on the 8 vertices of a
regular octahedron, and light beams propagating along its
edges, each with length 2L. We attach a Cartesian coordinate system to the octahedron, with origin coinciding
with its center, z axis coinciding with its B-A axis, x axis
parallel to the C1 -D1 (D2 -C2 ) direction, and y axis parallel
to the C2 -D1 (D2 -C1 ) direction. (We have also defined 
and  directions, as shown in the figure.) A 50-50 beam
splitter each is located on the vertices A and B, with normal
directions parallel to the x axis. The four perfectly reflective mirrors at C1;2 and D1;2 are oriented such that light
beams from A are reflected directly to B. We assume all
perfect mirrors to have amplitude
preflectivity r  1, and
both beam splitters to have 1= 2 amplitude reflectivity
for light incident from the
p x side (i.e., traveling toward
x direction), and 1= 2 amplitude reflectivity for light
incident from the x side; the edge length is assumed to be
an integer multiple of the optical wavelength, at the zero
point of the device (i.e., in absence of laser noise, mirror
motion, and GW).

r

eiI  eiI / It  r
I

0

I :

(6)

For interferometers A1 and A2 , the ‘‘first beam splitter’’
means A, while for B1 and B2 , it means B. In Eq. (6), we
r
have a minus sign in front of eiI , because light always
incident from the x side of the beam p
splitters,
with the

first reflection always encounters a 1= 2 reflectivity.
These additional phase shifts can arise from laser noise,
displacement noise, and GWs. Because we only consider
linear order in GWs and the noises, we can first include
only effects of laser and displacement noises, construct a

FIG. 2 (color online). The orthonormal system (eX , eY , eZ )
used to describe a generic plane GW; eZ is the propagation
direction.
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combination from the outputs of the four MZs free from
these noises, and then calculate its response to GWs. For
dark-port detection, each MZ is already free from laser
noise; we only need to consider displacement noise. For a
mirror with normal direction n and incident wave vector k,
the phase shift gained by the reflected light when the mirror
moves spatially by x is 2n  kn  x. For A1 and B1
interferometers, we have
p
t
(7)
A1 t  2!=cC1 t  2L=c  xB t ;
p
r
A1 t  2!=cD1 t  2L=c  xA t  4L=c ; (8)
p
t
B1 t  2!=cC1 t  2L=c  xA t ;

(9)

p
r
B1 t  2!=cD1 t  2L=c  xB t  4L=c : (10)
Here, C1 denotes the motion of C1 along the  axis and so
on. Thus we have
t
r
A1  B1  At1  r
A1  B1  B1
p
 2!=cxB t  xA t  xB t  4L=c

 xA t  4L=c :

(11)

where we have denoted with ! the optical frequency. Note
that motions of C1 and D1 are already canceled in this
subtraction, because the two MZs sense their motions
equally, due to the fact that jAD1 j  jBD1 j  jAC1 j 
jBC1 j. Similarly, we have a combination of the other
p
2L=c =42

~ i
~ GW  i!he

DFI

two MZs:

p
A2  B2  2!=cxB t  xA t  xB t  4L=c
 xA t  4L=c :

As a consequence, the total combination
DFI

A1  B1  A2  B2 :

e X  ex cos cos’  ey cos sin’  ez sin;
e Y  ex sin’  ey cos’;
e Z  ex cos’ sin  ey sin sin’  ez cos:

(17)
(18)
(19)

In low frequencies, the GW response of the DFI combination is f2 , with [4]
p
2
~ GW

DFI L 1  4 2=3L=c !L=c
c

h~ 1  cos2  cos2’  2h~ cos sin2’ :
(20)
For general frequencies and generic incoming GW, the
analytical formula for the transfer function is very complicated. Instead, as in Ref. [2], we show the root-mean-

(13)

is free from any displacement noise. This is also anticipated, because it is obvious that A1 and A2 sense the beam
splitters in the same way, and so do B1 and B2 .
We now calculate the response of DFI to GWs. For a
particular case, with a plane GW coming directly along the
z axis [i.e., eZ  ez , cf. Eq. (2)] and
h TT t; x  ht  z=ce

e  e

e ;

(14)

it is easy to argue based on octahedron’s symmetry, and the
way we combine the signals, that beams in all four
branches, i.e., those involving C1 , D1 , C2 , and D2 , will
give equal GW contributions. For the branch involving D1 ,
we have, according to Eq. (5):
p
GW
1 Z1
DFI

dfht  2L  2L1  =c
!L=c 2 0
p
 ht  2L1    2L=c
p
 ht  2L  2L1  =c
p
 ht  2L1    2L=c g:
(15)
In the frequency domain, we have

p
p
p
p
 21  e42 2iL=c  2  2e4iL=c  e2 2iL=c ;

GW
~ GW
~
where 
DFI and h are Fourier transforms of DFI and h.
This already shows a nonvanishing response. For GWs
with generic propagation directions and polarizations, we
use the following notation [cf. Eq. (2) and Fig. 2]:

(12)

(16)

square response function, averaged over GW propagation
direction and polarization angle, in Fig. 3.
2D Configuration.—For experimental tests, it is desirable to have a 2D configuration, which can be obtained by
‘‘squashing’’ our 3D configuration (Fig. 1), as shown in
Fig. 4. It also consists of four MZs, A1 , A2 (inner MZs, solid
lines in the figure), B1 , and B2 (outer MZs, dashed lines in
the figure). Similar to the 3D configuration, the subtraction
of B1 from A1 cancels displacements of C1 and D1 ; subtraction of B2 from A2 cancels displacements of C2 and D2 .
The combination of all four MZs, with appropriate time
delays, will cancel motions of the beam splitters. However,
as further calculations indicate, the low-frequency GW
sensitivity of this 2D configuration is f3 [3].
Concluding Remarks.—This Letter brings displacement-noise-free interferometry from conceptual plausibility [1,2] to concrete and practical optical designs. We
provided simple interferometer configurations that realize
DFI without composite mirrors. Compared with the conceptual design in Ref. [2], these are far more straightforward to implement. Moreover, our 3D configuration has
superior low-frequency sensitivity (f2 , which cannot be
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FIG. 3. Root-mean-square transfer function of the 3D, fourMZ configuration.

FIG. 4 (color online).
ration.

The two-dimensional four-MZ configu-

exceeded by any DFI configurations describable within the
framework of Ref. [2]) compared to 2D configurations
(which cannot exceed f3 ).
Without displacement noise, ideal DFI configurations
are shot-noise-limited at all frequencies —sensitivity can
be improved by simply turning up optical power. For f *
fc c=L, our 3D configuration have comparable shotnoise-limited sensitivity to conventional configurations
with similar arm lengths and optical power, but without
optical cavities; for f & fc , shot-noise-limited sensitivity
degrades as f=fc 2 . However, taking into account current
techniques of displacement-noise suppression, we have not
found a situation where DFI can improve existing detector
sensitivities. In particular, for space-based detectors (for
which fc lies in the detection band), DFI is useful if the
frequency band in which test-mass acceleration noise
dominates over shot noise extends from dc to frequencies
above fc . This does not apply to LISA [5], in which
acceleration noise dominates only for frequencies much
lower than fc , due to the superb drag-free system to be
employed. For ground-based detectors with arm lengths
limited to several kilometers, it also seems very difficult for
current DFI configurations to compete with current interferometers, which use optical cavities to increase the effective arm length, and target at gravitational waves at
& kHz frequencies (with f=fc & 102 )—until significant further improvements of DFI are made. Nevertheless, since in this Letter DFI has been put into such
simple forms, we speculate that it will eventually find
applications in future detectors, or at least become one
factor to consider during the invention of new detectors.
For example, cavities can be inserted to DFI configurations
to enhance sensitivity. In addition, we could also apply DFI
to matter-wave interferometry [6], note that (i) the proposed atomic interferometers already have MZ configurations, and (ii) with much shorter arms, displacement noise
is likely to become a challenging issue for these detectors.
In practice, cancellation of displacement noises is limited by accuracies at which our idealizing assumptions are
satisfied, including (for 3D configuration): (i) all arms have
equal lengths, (ii) beam splitters are 50=50, (iii) mirrors are

lossless, and (iv) beams incident on each mirror must all
center at the same point. Effects (i)–(iii) will limit the
displacement-noise reduction factor (in amplitude) at
maxL=L; jRBS  TBS j; , where L is length accuracy,
RBS and TBS are the beam splitters’ power reflectivity and
transmissivity, and is the loss of the mirrors (in power). It
is reasonable to expect a 100 to 1000-fold reduction in
displacement noise. Effect (iv) will give rise to an extra
noise of l, where l is the distance between centers
of the spots, and  is noise in mirror tilt. If mirror tilt and
translational displacement noise are related by the mirror
size a, then we would expect a limiting reduction factor of
l=a, which can be made comparable to or lower than the
first three effects.
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